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TERMINOLOGY  OF  MANAGEMENT  –   
a contribution to the development of terminology  






The research topic of this doctoral dissertation is terminology of the 
scientific and professional subject-field of management in the Serbian language in the 
context of terminology and language policy and planning, and terminology 
management. The dissertation analyzes and describes linguistic, pragmatic and socio-
cognitive aspects of management terminology in the Serbian language in order to 
achieve the basic goal of the thesis, i.e. to contribute to terminological corpus planning 
and policy for this subject-field, and potentially contribute to the theory of language 
policy and planning in general. 
The thesis consists of a theoretical and an empirical part. The theoretical 
part encompasses the first six chapters and focuses on the current development of 
terminology theory and practice and on different approaches to terminology work in the 
world. Special attention was paid to the position of terminology policy and planning 
within language policy and planning, as well as to the terminology management 
paradigm and its contribution to terminology and language planning. Within the 
theoretical part of this dissertation, I also presented some contemporary terminological 
research in the Serbian language and analyzed the state of terminology planning, 
terminology management and institutional framework for terminological work in the 
Serbian language. The last chapter in the theoretical part of this dissertation was 
dedicated to a brief presentation of the multidisciplinary scientific and professional 
subject-field of management, as well as the reasons for selecting its terminology for the 
analysis.  
The empirical part of this thesis consists of four chapters and presents two 
researches: a corpus research and a sociolinguistic questionnaire. During the preparation 
for the implementation of the empirical researches, I drafted the essential conceptual 
structure and delineated the conceptual boundaries of the subject-field in question by 
scanning the essential reference material and textbooks from the field. These 
preparatory actions were crucial both for the corpus selection and the structuring of the 
questionnaire. 
The first research was based on a corpus consisting of parallelized texts (in 
English and Serbian) belonging to the genre of scientific paper (total corpus size: 
approximately 1,000,000 tokens) and had two basic goals: (1) the analysis of essential 
linguistic (formal, functional, and semantic) features of the most frequent and the key 
terms of the subject-field of management in the Serbian language, as well as the 
selected terms of lower frequency, and (2) finding examples and determining the types 
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x 
of terminological variation in Serbian language management terminology. Although this 
paper is focusing on management terminology and its variation in the Serbian language, 
the English part of our parallelized corpus was a necessary source of information on 
terminological equivalence, variation and terminology gaps in the Serbian language, 
primarily due to the fact that English is the undisputed terminology donor for the 
subject-field in question. 
Through the analysis of a specialized parallelized corpus I obtained an 
overview of terminology and its variations in actual language use, i.e. in a socio-
communicative context. This was followed by the second empirical research conducted 
through a sociolinguistic questionnaire, with the aim of discovering the opinions that the 
users of management terminology, i.e. the members of professional community of 
practice, have towards the state of scientific and technical terminology and its variation. 
Additionally, opinions were sought from interested parties and institutions responsible 
both for its state, and for terminology policy, planning and management in the Serbian 
language. 
I believe that the results of the research above have fully confirmed the 
hypotheses set at the beginning of the paper: 
1. Terminological problems in the subject-field of management in the 
Serbian language can be observed not only within newer low-frequency terms that are 
not completely lexicalized, but the problems are also present within some of the most 
frequent key terms in this subject-field.  
2. The main cause of terminological problems is the dominant influence of 
the English language, 
3. Even though there is awareness of the importance of terminology 
planning and terminology management, there is not a sufficiently robust institutional 
framework, nor a sufficient number of coordinated practical activities in these fields. 
4. A parallelized specialized corpus provides a good foundation for 
terminological and terminological work in the context of terminology and language 
policy and planning, as it unambiguously and explicitly points to areas where systematic 
intervention of terminological and language planners is needed. 
 
In conclusion of this doctoral dissertation, I emphasized the importance of 
management terminology description for various terminology users. The particular 
emphasis was placed on its importance for terminology and language planners, having 
that the image of the current state of terminology, its variations and gaps, constitutes a 
necessary foundation for the phases of terminological planning that follow, i.e. the ones 
that are related to normative terminological work, further systematization, selection and 
standardization of terminology. In addition to the concluding observations, several more 
ideas for further terminological and terminological work that can be based on this 
doctoral dissertation were noted at the end of this paper: (1) the upgrade of the parallel 
specialized electronic corpus and its use in further terminological research, and (2) the 
development of a bilingual electronic terminological database or a dictionary for the 
subject-field of management, This would create a practical terminographic product of 
relevance to all terminology users, both for professional translators and for language 
and terminology planners and managers, and for members of the community of practice. 
Another possibility expressed at the very end of this thesis is that it may potentially 
serve as a model for describing and representing terminological information in other 
subject-fields. 
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 –          –   
  ,          
    ђ   .     
           
  ђ         
 (Wright  Wright, Budin 1997:16).   , , 
            
      .  
 
 
2.3.1.2.   
 
        
( , ,      .), 
      ,    
           
       .   ,   
          
 (Veisbergs 2001:95 in Iljinska et al. 2013:442).  (  Wright, Budin 
1997:28)          , . 
         . 
 ,     ,    
     : . , ,  .  
   ,   
          .  
  , .        
      ,      
 .         
      .   ,   
        ђ  
   (  ) ,        
    .  ,   
bootstrapping     to pull yourself up by your 
bootstraps11.  
                                                 
11
  .           
      ,     
    . 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
15 
          
  ( )   ,   -
   ,        2.5.  
 
 
2.3.1.3.   
 
       (Cabré 
1999:111),      : 
, , , ,   , , 
   .         
   ,    
  ,          
  :        
 (Cabré 1999:112).  
     ,   (Cabré 
1999:112)      ,      
   .     ,  
 ,           
   ( . . record ( ) – . record ( ).  
,   ,       
         : . 
harden ( ) – . harden+ing = hardening ( ).  
 
 
2.2.2.     
 
        
 ,      12  
          
 ђ         
(Cabré 1999:112). -     
          
  ( uger 1990:58  Cabré 1999:112)13,   
      .  
  ,    (Cabré 1999:114), 
     -   .  
90.-       (Sager 1990, 1993),  (Gambier 
1993)   (Wußler 1997)   (Cabré 1999, 2000a)    
    (  Faber 2009b:68),   
  ,     
                                                 
12
      ђ     ,    
              
(Huang 2014:1-2),          (Faber 
2009 :62).          ,  
    ,  , ,  , 
, ,    ,    (Huang 2014:1–2). 
13
           ,     
   (   ,     
),    -  . 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
16 
 .     -  
   ђ       
   90.-    .  
  -   ,  
        
         (Cabré 1999:114): 
)    , 
)           
, 
)   ( ,      
 ),  
)     
)         . 
 
,      ,     
 (     , , , , 
 .),     
 ,        . 
         ,  
      /       
        
   .  , ђ ,     
      ђ   
    ,       (Cabré 
1999:114).  
      (2009b:61),    
,           
ђ     (  ,  
 , , ,   .)  
-    ( .  , 
,     ,    
  .).  ,    (2009: 68),   
   14   ,   
      :   
  (Bowker and Hawkins 2006  Faber 2009b:68).  
 
 
2.3.3.     
 
    ђ   
 (        )    (  
         ).  (Pearson 1996:16-
19)               
     .  (Hoffmann 
1985:126–127  Pearson 1996:17),  ,      
 :      ( . Fachwortschatz), 
        ( . 
                                                 
14
        .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
17 
allgemeinwissenschaftlicher Wortschatz),      ( . allgemeiner 
Wortschatz).     Trimble and Trimble (1978), Herbert (1965), 
Godman and Payne (1981:24), Yang (1986)    (  Pearson 1996:16-19). 
   (Trimble and Trimble),  ,   
          ђ   
      (  , , 
,   ). ,   ,    
  (       Fachwortschatz) 
 -   -   (   
).      ,    
 :         
( . , ,   ).     
          
  (Pearson 1996:19).  , ђ ,  
         : , 
      ,     
      .  
 (Pearson 1996:20-22)       
          
  . ,        , 
             
,    ,         
 :  ,     . 
 ,    ,    ,  , 
     ,       
       ,    
 .        
        
              
          –   
  ,     .  
        
 ,   (Pearson 1996:8)  ,  
         
,             
         .     
,       ( , 
             
 ),        
(   ),     .  
  , ђ ,     
   –      .  
       
           
 ,           
    .       
   ,      
       
,  , ђ  ,  џ     
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
18 
   .          (Cabré 1999:80), 
,     ђ     
,     ђ   -   
 .            
       .  
          
      -      
   -   /    ,    
   /  ,   .   
    (Pearson 1996:16)    , 
       
        .   
           
            
,    - .  
 
 
2.4.     
 
        :  
1.   ,    
  ђ           
 ,   ,   
2.   ,    
        (  )   
        .  
 
 
2.4.1.    
 
    -      
  .        
           ,  
         .  
      (Cabré 1999:109)  : 
 
: 1. ( .):  ,    
,         
; 2. ( .):          
            
 . 
 
   ,      (  Wright, 
Budin 1997: 29; Cabré 1999),    ,  
 .        
       ђ    ђ  
 ,         
  .     ђ  , 
              
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
19 
     ,  -  , 
        ,   . 
 ,         ,  
    ,   .  
 ,   ,     
 (      , . . night/knight)  
 (   , . . match ( . ) / . match ( . 
),         
: . bore ( . ) / . bore (     bear, 
. ,  .) / bore ( . ђ ) (Cabré 1999: 111), .  
( ,  )   (   ), . â  (  )  
ȁ  (  ).  
 
 
2.4.2.    
 
     -     
    ( . primary term formation) (Humbley 
2003:197),        
(  )   .      
          .  
            
ђ           (Sager  Wright, Budin 
1997:27),         ,    
   . 
     ,    
       ,  , 
    ( . secondary term formation) 
    (   , . .)   
  (Sager 1990:80  Humbley 2003:197).     
          
   (Sager  Wright, Budin 1997:27).  
            
      ,  -    
       .  
         
ђ .       ,     
 . ,       
 : 
)         
  ,  ,     
     
)    –  ,  
       .  
 
   ,       
ђ ,        
 .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
20 
      
 ,           
(Sager  Wright, Budin 1997:40).           
    ,      
  â      (   ). 
             
    (   ),    
           
      .  ,   
            
ђ            . 
 ,            
  ,     .  
         
  ,   (Sager  Wright, Budin 1997:40): 
)  ,  
)   
) ,  
 
           
  ђ    (     ),   
e  ђ  . 
 
 
2.4.2.1.   
 
  ,     
  ,  : 
1.    –     
   ,   
2.     ,   
          
  .  
 
  ,     , 
   ,         
ђ    .  , ђ   
         
         
   (Cabré 1999:89). ,  , ђ  
       : 
)    : . bigamy, pluviometer, tripod, 
mammography  
)     : . infrared, 
lumpectomy, microwave15.  
 
                                                 
15
     Cabré 1999:89. 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
21 
    ,  
         
         ,  
      .   ,  
          
  ,     , . . 
, , , 16.  
        
     .   (   2014:29) 
  ђ  ,  ,  ђ ,   ,  
   „( )          
 ђ  ,   ,      
“,   ђ  „  ...    
   “.  
    (Cabré 1999:90),    
           
      .  
      ,     
         . 
  (Cabré 1999:90)      
     ,    
 ,           
 .  
,   –    
   . ,      
        –  
       .   
        , 
        „     
    ,      ђ  
 ,          ,   
 (   ),      “.   (2012: 25-53) 
   , ,     
    . 
       ,   





      ђ   
 ( . loan translation)       
 .        , 
        .  
  (2012:37) , „      , . 
 ,         
  ђ       , 
      “. 
                                                 
16
  . 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
22 
 ,       
       ,    
 (  2005:179).  
         :  
– . data mining = .  , 
– . brainstorming = .  , 
– . reverse engineering = .  , 
– . human factor = .  17, 
– . business intelligence = .  18. 
 
  ђ          
    ђ    , 
       , .   , 
     ,     
 (  2005: 179):  
– . clearing house = .    





      
       ( .   
 )         
 .     ,   (1996:25-28; 
2007:109)           
,  ђ        
        ,     
  , . . mobbing – .   
  ( : ), . check sheet – .    
( )  20.  
 
 
2.4.2.4.       
 
        
      (Sager 1990:80-87).  
          
.  , ђ ,        
       
        .    
        
  (Sager 1990:80-87),          
   ,   ,  .  
                                                 
17
      .  .  
18
      business intelligence     
  ,     .  .  
19
    2012:53.  
20
    2012:117. 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
23 
         
    ( .   џ ),    
     .  
 
 
2.5.     
 
       ,  
         -
      .    
           
  џ ,      
        .  
         
 e .    ђ   
,      ( )   
           
    ( ,   
)       .  
  (Freixa 2006: 52  Faber 2009b:69)     
    ,   
         :  
1.   (  ,   
 ); 
2.   (    
), . . correctional centre  prison, .    ; 
3.   (     
  ); 
4.   (   ђ  ), 
. .   ,   21; 
5.   (   -
, ,  ., .  ), . staff 
downsizing, redeployment of labour  staff slimming22. 
 
        
   ,  ,     
 (Bowker and Hawkins 2006: 81  Faber 2009b:69),      
          ђ  
 .  
      , 
 (1983:65–70)        
 ,         
џ        . ђ  , 
         ђ  
   ,          
  ,          . 
                                                 
21
   
22
    Freixa (2006:52  Faber 2009:69) 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
24 
            
   (Tartier 2003:368),     
      
   .    ,  
 ,       
      :    
       ,     
     .  
,    (    ,   
 , џ   ),        
  ( ,    ,   
),    ,   ( . 
           
),     (       
          ). 
      ,   
       
.           
,         
 (    џ ),    
   ,        
 . ,         
     .   , 
           
         
  . ,   ,     
         
         .  
        
-   ,        
         ,   
 ,          
.   ( -)     
     
23
,     
      -  , 
            
         .  
      ђ ,   
  ,        
    џ    : 
 ,    -
 ,    .  
      
      . 
 
                                                 
23
 ,  ,  2012.  
 . ђ  „   –  




2.5.1.   
 
          
      ,      
 .  
  (Cabré 1999:109)      
    .  
  ,    ђ    
 ,   ђ :  
1.    ,  
2.         ,  
3.      ( . drill = . 
Bohrmaschine = . ), 
4.         ( . 
correctional centre = prison),  
5.       ( . . . 
windshield = . . windscreen; . џ  = ,  = 
 ).  
 
  ,       
       (Cabré 1999:109-110). 
       :  
1.   ,   ,    , 
   ,   ( . laser = light amplification by 
stimulated emission of radiation),  
2.           
 ( . diapheromera femorata = walking stick), 
3.     ( . sweet pepper = mango), 
4.      24 ( . data bank = databank, 
guerrilla = guerilla, archaeology = archeology25). 
 
        
 ,   (2012:59-77)    
 
26
   ,  :  
1.   ( .    ),  
2.   ( .    ), 
3.   ( .     ), 
4.  27 ( .     
),  
5.   ( . . cost drivers  ,  
       ,  
                                                 
24
   ,        
   ,       
 . 
25
    Cabré 1999:109-110 
26
     ђ       (2012),  , 
     (Cabré 1999),   .  
27
        .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
26 
 ,  ,  ,   
),  
6.  ,     
 ( .   ), 
7.  ,     
     /     (  2005: 121-
122) ( .    ),  




  ,  (2012:69)     
         , 
           
    .  
         
     , ,   
 . 
          
      , 
           
 .  
   ,      
      ,  
            
  ,   , .  
 
 
2.6.   
 
          
   (Picht 2011:15; Picht & Draskau 1985: 36, Wüster 
1974:67  Antia 2000:81).        
    ,      
     (Felber 1984; Felber & Budin 1989; Picht 
& Draskau 1985; Sager 1990, Hohnhold 1982; Dalberg 1976, etc.  Antia 2000:83),  
    ђ  .  
         , 
  (Antia 2000:81-83)      ,   :  
)  ,  
)  ,   
)  .  
 
    ,   ,  : , 
      , ,    
  . 
                                                 
28
               
ђ            ,  
       ,    ,  ,  
  IMF (  . International Monetary Fund). 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
27 
    ,    (Antia 2000:100), 
            , . 
    .       
         
,     ђ     ,   
            
  ,          
         
.  
     ,     
         .    
    , .    
,       (Picht 2011:15)  
           
      ,     
(Pearson 1996:11).    ,  ђ   
,  ,  ,   ,  ,  
 ,   –   ,      
     .  ,  ,   
,    ,       
,      (Cabré 1999:42);  
,  (  )     
 (  ).   ђ      
 ,      (Cabré 2003:167, Wright, 
Budin 1997:119).  
 70-   80-    ,    
    ,     
 .        (  
)          (Cabré 1999:52), 
    (Temmerman 2000:73-74).    
     .  (Picht 2011:15)  
 (Ozeki 1987),  (Weissenhofer 1995),  (Ahmad 1996), 
 (Pilke 2000)   (Picht 2004)      
    ,    , 
   ,      
 .  ,          
   ђ    . ,  
           
     ,      
        
 .      ђ    
,      ,  
           
   (Antia 2000:82–83, Temmerman 2000:43).  
       , 
, , ,        
  .  
 
 . ђ  „   –  





2.6.1.   
 
      (Sager 1990  Cabré 1999:87-
88),       ђ     
 (Kageura  Wright, Budin 1997:124).     
   (Cabré 1999:87-88, Kageura  Wright, Budin 1997:124-125):  
)  ( )   ( . ),  
) , ,  ( . ), 
)  ( . properties), , , ( . )   
)  ( . relationships).  
 
         
 ,        
 ,     , 
   ,   ,   .  
  ,     (Kageura 
 Wright, Budin 1997:124),   .  
 
 
2.6.2.   
 
          
         (Cabré 
1999:42),           
  (Antia 2000:97).      
      ,   , 
,  ,      
   ,  ђ      
  ,         
(Antia 2000:97).  
        
         
   : 
1.     (Dahlberg 1981:19 
 Antia 2000:99): ,    ;  
2. Sager (1990:24)       
,           
 ;  
3.   (1991:16   Antia 2000:98)   – 
 ( . Eigenmerkmale)   –   
( . Beziehungsmerkmale).      
    ( , , ,  , , 
 .),         .  
 ,   ,       
    ,      : ( , , 
, ,  .): .  –  (  ), 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
29 
   (  –  )29; 
4.  ,  (Felber 1985:58, Felber & Budin 1989:70)   
ђ   (ISO/CD 704.2, ISO/R 1087),   
    ,       . 
       ,      
    ,     ђ    
 : .  –   ( ),     
( ). 
 
        
 ( . facets),  (Kageur   Wright, Budin 1997:124-125) 
    .     
:  (     , ,  
.), , , , ,  – ,  (     
  ),      , 
    (ibid.).  
   (Picht 1987, 1989)   
         
 ( . connectability) ђ  .  
       , 
 (Antia 2000:99)      ,   , 
   ,   ,   
 ,      
,   .  
   (Meyer, et al.  Wright, Budin 1997:101),    
          :   
 ,        .  ,  
          
 ђ      .     
,      ,  
 ., ђ ,         
 ,           
 .  
 
 
2.6.3.   
 
           
     ,    ђ     
      .   ,    
 ђ         
(Meyer et al.  Wright, Budin 1997:103). 
 
 
2.6.3.1.    
 
     ,    , 
  ђ    ,     
                                                 
29
   Cabré 1998:98. 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
30 
          
:    (Cabré 1999:44,100).    
ђ       – ,   
    ,   
(Temmerman 2000:52).  
     : 
 
X   Y 
(X  ђ ,  Y ђ  ) 
.    . 
 
      ђ  ,   
    (Antia 2000:101).   
  ђ         ђ  
 (    –  )     
, ђ   ( ),         
.   ђ      
      ,   
,  ђ        
       ,  
  (Cabré 1999:100) – .   .  
        -
   (Meyer er al.  Wright, Budin 1997:103),   
 ,  genus-species,   ђ  
,  ,     (Antia 
2000:101).  
       ,   
       (Temmerman 2000:52).  
       , 
  : ђ   ( . )   ( . , , 
, , ),   ђ      (Wüster 1974  Antia 
2000:101),     :  
 
X   Y  Y  X 
.    ,    
 
   ,   ,    
       ( , , 
 – . precedence, simultaneity, succession)      
 ђ   (Antia 2000:101).  
 ђ   ( )   
( , )          
  ђ       (  
,     ,   ), 
     (   )      (  
 ) ђ ,      
ђ .             
   (Arntz & Picht  Antia 2000:101).  
 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
31 
      –  
 ( )    ( ),  
     ђ  ,   
           
      .   
 , ђ , ђ         
           
  (Cabré 1999:45),        
  ,    . 
 
 
2.6.3.2.    
 
    (   )  
,   ђ  , ђ    , 
   (Antia 2000:102),     
    ,     
      (Meyer et al.  Wright, 
Budin 1997:103).  
  (Sager 1990:35),  ,     
         
:  
a.  –  ( .  – ),  
b.  –  ( .  – ),  
c.  –  ( .  –   ),  
d.  –  ( .   – ),  
e.  –  (  – ),  
f.  –  (  –  ) 30.  
 
 (Antia 2000:102),   ,     
       .  ISO/CD 704.2:5, 
ђ  ,       , 
  :  
a)  –  ( .   ),  
b)  –   ( .   ),  
c)  –   ( .   ),  
d)     ( .   ) .  
 
   ђ   (ISO 2788  Wright, Budin (ed.) 
1997: 103)     : 
a)      ( . џ   
),  
b)      ( .   
accounting),  
c)  ,  
d)  - -  ( . single-to-multiple equivalenc ), 
                                                 
30
    Meyer et al.  Wright, Budin (1989:103-104)     
. 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
32 
. . management: . џ  /  /  / ђ 31 
.    .  
 
        . 
 , ђ        , 
          ,   
     ,        
         . 
 
 
2.6.4.   
 
  ђ  ,       
      ,   
.          . 
      ISO/CD 1087–1  „  
  “.  
  (Antia 2000:103)      
       , 
     :  
) Arntz & Picht (1989:76):  ђ     
       ; 
) ISO/R 1087:         
   .        
  ,      ; 
) DIN 2331:      ђ    
   ,   ( , . .)   
( ) ; 
) ISO/CD 704.2 (1995:6):       
    ђ       ,  
        .  
 
    ,  
           
( -  2014:7),         
       ,  ,  
  (Faber et al. 2012:149)    .  
  , ђ ,   
       -     
          
 .         
        ,     
 (Meyer et. al  Wright, Budin 1997:106),    ,  
 ђ         
(Rogers 2004:215),   ,   -
  a (Temmerman 2000; Faber et. al. 2005  
-  2014:11-12).  
 
                                                 
31
  . 
 . ђ  „   –  





 1:      
(   ђ    Faber et al. 2012:149) 
 
 
          
    ђ    (Faber, Sanchez, 2001:193) 
           
         
  .  
 
 
2.6.4.1.     
 
         
         
   .     
  ,        
 .  
    ,       
    ,     
         
, ,      (Tergan 2004:229), 
      .     
   (1984  Tergan 2004:230).   ,   
       .  
    :      
    ,     
, ,  , , ,  ђ   
         ,  
   , ,    (Tergan 
2004:230).  
 . ђ  „   –  






















 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
35 
         
  ( . Multimodal semiotics),   
  ( . Multimodal discourse analysis – MDA),    
        , 
, ,     (   ,  , 
,  , ,   )    
 ,   ђ  (O’Halloran 2011).   
 , ђ ,     
    ,       
    .  
       ,  
џ           
        
  (Meyer & Mackintosh, 1996  Faber & Sánchez 2001:192-193),   
        . 
 ,            
         ,  
          (Antia 2000: 105). 
 ,           
           
        (Sager 1990: 
21  Wright, Budin 1997: 119).  
           
  ,    
       – . Ja    ,  
        
 ,        ,       
   .   
            (Bowker  
Wright, Budin 1997:133-138).      
,      ,     
     .  
        
,   .      
  ,       
,   ,       ,   
         (Meyer 2005:23). 
          
     .  
 
 
2.6.5.       
 
        (   
    )      
  .         
  (       
   ,     ),  
            
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
36 
         (Cabré 
1999:43, yer et al.  Wright, Budin 1997:107-108, Bautista-Zambrana 2015: 159-
163)   .      : 
)       . 
    ,    
       .     
         ,    
  ,      
            
.          
     .  , 
ђ    ,       
      .  ,  
    ђ      ђ ,   
      ,    
,        . 
        
      (Cabré 1999:43). 
)         
. 
 ђ    ђ     ,  
,  ,   ,   ,  
    (   )    
         
       . 
)       .  
   â       
(   ) ђ     ,  
      ,       
         ,  ђ   
ђ    .  
)        
. 
   ,   
         
        (Cole 1987, Wright 1993  
Wright, Budin 1997:108)       ђ  
   .  
 
   ,   
           
  ,       
 .   ,     ,  
,    ,        
    (Temmerman, Kerremans 2003, Bautista-
Zambrana 2015),         
  (Meyer et al.  Wright, Budin 1997:107-108).     
  ,     
(    Meyer et al. 1992  Temmerman, Kerremans 2003:3),   
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
37 
           
.    , ,    (   
        
)     (    
    ,  ,  , 
 ,    ).    
o         (Temmerman, 
Kerremans 2003:3, Bautista-Zambrana 2015:159-160). 
   ,     
    џ      
      .  
   ,   ,   
  ,   ђ     
       
,   . 
 
 
 . ђ  „   –  










3.  : 





3.1.       
 
         
       18. .    (Rey 
1995  Cabré 1999:1),       
    ,       , 
            
         
 .   (Packeiser 2009:6) ,  ,  
   (Carl von Linné, 1707-1778)       
  ,      
       Fundamenta botanica (1736).  
          
(Lavoisier)     (Berthollet). Kao jo       
          
 (Alfred Schlomann),    1906.     
21   ,         
          
  (Schlomann-Lowe, Wright 2006:153  Picht 2011:9). 
  18.  19. ,    30-   20. , 
       
        .  
         30.–  
     ,      -
  –        
  –  (Cabré 1999:10).   , 
       
          
   ,    . 
   20.          
 (Cabré 1999:2).       
     20.      
    ,        
 .  
 
 . ђ  „   –  





3.1.1.    –   
 
       20.  
      (E. Wüster, 1898-1977), 
    .    , 
       ,  
          
  (Cabré 1999:5).    ,   
     ,   
    .  
      The Machine Tool. An interlingual dictionary of 
standardized terms  1968.,  -   
         
 (Cabré Castellví 2003:165).   ,     
     ,     . 
32
 (  Cabré Castellví 2003:166)    . 
        (Cabré 
1999:2).  
   (Cabré Castellví 2003:165)     
      :  
‒       
 ,          
,  
‒ ђ         
    
‒     .  
 
    ,  ,    (Cabré 
Castellví 2003:165-166),    :  
‒    ђ       
 ,  
‒     ,   
‒   ђ    ,   




       
          
   ,   .  
 ,    , ( .) Einführung in die 
Allgemeine Terminologielehre und Terminologische Lexikographie (1979),  
     (Packeiser 2009:7).  
 
                                                 
32
       1979.     Einfuhrung in 
die allgemeine Terminologielehre und terminologische Lexicographie (  2003:166). Te    
      .  
33
       ,    
UNESCO-  (  -       ).  
 . ђ  „   –  





3.1.1.1.    
 
         
  ,   ,     
 (Cabré 1999:12–13, Temmerman 2000:4).  
  ,       ђ  
   ,      
,            
         
(Cabré 1999:13).         
       ( , , 
, , ),         –  
  .      
       Infoterm, the International 
Information Centre for Terminology  ,  1971.   ђ  
UNESCO-      ( . Austrian Standards 
Institute – ASI).     –    
          
    ,     , 
     ,    
        (Cabré 1999:18). 
           , 
   . 
  ,   (Lubomír Drodz)  
 ,   ,      
     ,     
          
,        
,       (Cabré 1999:13).  
  ,    ,  
     ,     
   -  (Cabré 1999:13).    
   . A.  (   ы , 1869-
1942)  . .  (   ).   
           .  
 (Picht 2011:10)   Moschitz-Hagspiel (1994); Shelov, Leitchik 
(2004);     (Laurén, Picht, 2006)    
  .  
         
  ,   (Felber 1984)     
(Laurén & Picht 1993:495  Temmerman 2000:18–20)       
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        – 
,        ,  , 
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,          –  
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    . ,      
     ,    
   ,      
  ,    ,    
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  ,   ,  ,  
         
 , , ,   
 ,      ђ  , 
     ђ  ,    ђ   
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,     ,  
       ,    
.  
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 ,       . 
, ђ ,       
   ,  ,    
     .   
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   ђ       ђ  
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      . 
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     ,     , 
       ,  
     .     
 ђ        ,  
      ,   
     .   
           
 (Packeiser 2009:7).   ,    
       ,  
      ,   
 .        
   ,     (Faber 
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        .  
      , 
        (Faber 
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     (Temmerman 1997:51-53). 
        
  ђ       ( , . , 
   ),      , 
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  ,       
   (Temmerman et al. 2005  Faber Benítez 
2009 :116).  
       
     ,     
    
38
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    ,   
 .         
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     .  
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         (Temmerman 
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38
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40
   
41
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2006; Faber, León Arauz, Prieto Velasco, and Reimerink 2007,  Faber Benítez 
2009:26)    -   )  
       
 (Faber 2011, 2012).   ,     
   (Cabré Castellví 1993, 1999)   
  (Temmerman 2000, 2001),      
    (Faber Benítez 2014:14-15).     
,      (Faber Benítez 2014), ђ , 
           
       ( .Lexical Grammar Model, Faber 
and Mairal 1999),   ( . Frame Semantics, Fillmore 2006:373–400), 
  ( . Generative Lexicon, Pustejovsky 1995)   
 ( . Situated Cognition, Barsalou 2008:618–623). 
     : 
)  ; 
)    ; 
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 џ     -  џ  
 ( . Process-Oriented Terminology Management)   
     LexiCon ( -  2014:43).  
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oriented event frames)          
                                                 
40
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 (Schreiber et al. 2000:6-7). 
41
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      (Faber Benítez et al. 
2006:2).  
    - ђ  ,   
        , 
    (Faber Benítez et al. 2006:26).   
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,  ,     - - ).   
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       ђ ,   
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 ; 
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 ;   
–  ,         
        ,  
  ђ   . 
 
 џ         
      ,      
                                                 
87
          .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
92 
.    џ       
      (  2009:8),    
     . , ђ      
џ  ( . Scientific Management)      , 
 ,   џ    .  
џ          
        ,   
џ .  (2009: 6-8)         
Scientific Management          
 ,     џ    .  
,      џ    
  ,        
   .  , ђ ,  џ   
        :  
       .  
  
 
6.2.       
     
 
    џ      
    ,  ђ     ,   ђ  
 (  2014,  2009),       
ђ ,           
   .     
     џ ,    
 (   1996:69, 72)      
:  
)         
 ,     
џ ;  
)       , 
        (  
 ,   ,  
,  ,    ).  
 
         
:  џ   ,  џ    , 
     џ     
     , .   
.  
    џ     
     ,    
    џ      
   .       , 
   (   1996:69-72)      
     ђ      
џ ,        (  ,   
,   )       
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
93 
   џ .       
  ,    , ,     
 .  
    џ     
,   Ђ .   (2012:133-134),  ,  
  ,   ,     
  џ   :  
) o   (     џ ,  
)           
    ;  
)     ;  
)        
      ;  
)        
 ; 
)       ( џ   
) ;  
ђ)     ,    
    eo   ,   ђ   , 
       .  
 
  (2012:115-126)     
        
џ   ,  :  
)      ;  
)          
  , ,  .; 
)    ђ   ( , , 
, )        
;   
)         
.  
 
          
   (1998:128)   (1996:25-28, 2007: 109),     
    .  
 (2012:225) ђ       
      џ   
.   ,    , „    
      џ   , 
         
   ,        
        ,   
         ђ , 
       “.  
          
 Ђ  (2016:232).  
 
 . ђ  „   –  





6.2.1.  џ   ђ    
  
 
        
 џ          
        
џ ,  ,  ,    ISO 9000.    
   џ    ђ     
.  
 9000: 2015,    џ   
–    (Quality Management Systems – Fundamentals and Vocabulary),  
            
џ  ,          
.       ( ,  
    2007.  –  ISO 9000:2007),   
(2012:152)  10       ,  :  
–      , 7 ; 
–      џ , 15 ; 
–      , 8 ; 
–        , 5 ; 
–      , 4 ; 
–      , 13 ; 
–      , 6 ; 
–      , 7 ; 
–      , 14 ; 
–      џ     , 
6 . 
 
          
      92.     
   ,        
       џ ,    
    џ : џ  .  
      џ   
          
– , JUS ISO 14050:2005 (  122 ), џ   – , 
JUS ISO/IEC,  73:2003 (  29 ),     
   ,       
 џ  (  2014:124-126).  
      џ  
  ђ        , 
 ,             
          .  
,     џ       
         
  ђ       
    џ . 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
95 
      ,   
     ђ   (  2014:115),  
            
  .  ,         
         ,    
     .     
         :  ,  
џ   (   9000:2015)       
  џ  .  
       , 
   9000        
          
   .  
 
 
6.2.2.  џ     
  
 
          
   џ ,  џ       
      ,   
.  
        
    џ       џ . 
    : , 1993.  ,  , 2003. , 
       ,   
   (  ),      
,            
.       20 ,   
- ,   .   .  џ  
        (  
    ,        
1.500),             
     .  
           
     (  .     . 
  , 2009).         
 (   џ ,  џ     
  ),     (     
)    .  ,     
   - ,        
       ,    
    (     ) 
  ,    , ,    
Ђ  (2016:136) ,        
џ ,    џ .  
  ,       
   ђ     џ ,    
  ,   ,    .  ,  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
96 
      џ  (  , 
 ,     Termium Plus88)   
    .  
        
    ,  џ      
        -   
     2006.  -   ( -
, - )    2004. .  џ , 
    ,     ,     
   .  
       
 ,   ђ      (   
  ,       ),  
      , ђ      
   џ     ( ,   
)        , 
   ,     
    ,    





                                                 
88
 http://www.btb.termiumplus.gc.ca/tpv2alpha/alpha-eng.html?lang=eng.    
  24     ,  , ,   
 .  
 . ђ  „   –  
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7.1.   
 
         
            
  . 
, ђ          
  џ        
    ,      
          
        
 ђ .     
         
.  
,       
     џ      
 .      
       џ    
   ,        
     ђ     
 . 
         
 џ    .    
 џ       
,    џ      
         .  
,         
  ,         
ђ .       ,    
            
 . 
         
   (  ђ    4.2.),    
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
98 
    (  )  - .  
,     џ ,   (   
)    ,     
     .    
        
 (Auger 1986:48),     
   (Cabré 1999:18);   
  (UNESCO 2005:17-24),    
 (ISO/TR 22134:2007),        
   . 
 ђ           
    џ        
     ,   
    ,    




7.2.     
 
     , , 
  ,       :  
1.    -   џ   
          
     ,      
     ; 
2.        
    ; 
3.         
џ  ,       
        ; 
4.        
         
           
        .  
 
 
7.3.         
  
  
        ,    
    џ    ,   
          
 џ .  
        : 
1.  : o     
      џ     
     ђ        
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
99 
  ; 
2.  :      
     .      
       
     ( :  ).   
   ,      
   ,      
    .   
           
 џ    ; 
3.  : ђ      
  џ    ,     
 –        
      ђ    
џ , џ        . 
        –  
        џ ,  
  џ        
 .         
    џ    џ .  
 
          
             
  џ       
 џ ,         , 
     џ .  
        
,            







 . ђ  „   –  













8.1.    :  
       
   
 
       
       
џ            
      .    
,       џ  
              
,        џ    
 .  ,      
   , , ,    
          ( ntia 
2000:97).     (Meyer 2004:20)     –  
 ,       ,   
         
  ,  . 
      ,    
             
ђ   .   ,      
      ,     
 ,   ђ      . 
      (Cabré 1999:43)  :  
)          
 ђ         
)         .  
 
  ,     
           
      ,       
      .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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      (Wright, Budin 1997:98),  
      .    
          
        
        
    (Meyer 2004:23).     (Cabré 
1999:43),        
      .  , , 
         
        .  
       ,  
   џ        
    ,    ,        
         
  , ђ  ,         
   џ ,     
       .  
 
 
8.1.1. O   
 
      џ     
    .   ,  
        IULAterm 
   
89
 (    
  )       
90
,         : 
1.     –    
  ,  ,   ,    
; 
2.   – ; 
3.       –   
          
 џ ; 
4.       
 –   ,     џ   
      (    ),   
 ;  
5.      ( ); 
6.   ( , ,  );  
7.     ,  
    ( ),  (  џ )  
 ( ).  




        : https://www.upf.edu/en/web/ 
terminologiaonline/edicion-espanola/taller-i-metodologia-del-trabajo-en-terminologia. 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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   ,    
   џ      
    џ .      џ :  
1. Principles of Management     2013.  (  
   ); 
2. џ ,   . . , .    
 .   (       )  2002. 
;  
3.  џ , .     2009.  
(     ).  
 
џ    ,     
  џ     ,     
џ    ,         
 џ        ,   
             
      .  
  , ,   џ      
,       ,        
 .              
             
џ ,           
 џ .          
       ђ  
  џ         ђ   
.  
 џ      ,    
  ,        
,      џ . 
  , ђ , ђ       
     ( eyer et al. 1992:957), 
            
   ,    ,    ,  
       .   
,        ,     
   ,           
   џ .  ,     
         
 џ    ,      
9000:2015,   ,       .  
          
 џ           
           
        .  
 
 . ђ  „   –  




8.2.    : 
       
 
T  џ         
           
      (        : Faber, 
Sánchez 2001:192-193).        
       . 
        ,  
  ђ          
ђ   ISO 704:2009 Terminology Work – Principles and Methods, 
            
 џ . 
            - -
 (middle-out),    - -  
(  :    )   - -  
(  :    ).      
 (Temmerman, Kerremans 2003),       
          
     .   - -  
  :  
1.     ђ        
.  ,   - - ,    , 
          , 
  џ .      ad hoc 
,       ,    
   ; 
2.   ,      
        ,  
  (Faber, Sanchez 2001:193),  - -  (    
),    –       
     .  
 
 
8.2.1.  ђ    
 
          
  џ      . џ  
 ,  -    ,    
 ,  ,     џ  
(     џ        
 ),  џ         
,     , , , 
 .  ,       
џ     .   
         џ    
        . 
 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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      џ   ,   
  (         
,   ),    џ    
  ,   .      






 5:        џ  
 
 
      џ ,  
,   ,  ,    .  , 
џ       .    
            
    џ       
ђ   . 
 
 
8.2.2.     
 
          
џ     ,     
         
         .  
      , 
    џ ,        
          
     ,     
,            
. 
 . ђ  „   –  




















































































































 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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џ      ,     
   Microsoft Visio 2016,    
      .   
   ,        
ISO 704:2009 Terminology Work – Principles and Methods. 
   , .     џ  
              
e    .      ,  
   .  
 ,        
    (  6)    
    .  ,      
            
  ( ђ      ),   




8.3.    : 
         
 
 
        
        .  
    џ     6   
     ,     
          
 ђ  :  
1.  : 
)  ( ),   X <  > Y; 
)  ( ),   X <  > Y; 
2.  (    ):  
)    (X <> Y); 
)  /  –  /  (X <  > Y); 
)  – : (X < > Y). 
 
      џ    
    . ,  ,  
  /        ( . head 
word),           
   , : џ  –  
џ ,  –  .  ,   
       , 
     ,       
  (Wright, Budin 1997:26).  
       , 
       ( . conceptual relation patterns, 
Condamines 2002:1-2)         
( . linguistic patterns, Condamines 2001:5).      
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
107 
-       ,    
  ђ  .     ђ  
            
  ,  :  ( . ,   ...),  ( . 
  , , ,  /  , , ...), o  
  ( .   ,  ...),   –  ( . 
, ),  /  –   /  ( ,  ,  , 
, ...).91  
 ,     ђ  
   ђ        
   џ :  
 
)         : 
, , ђ    (  : 
, , ђ        / 
) ( , . 2009:28); 
)    ,      (...) 
 ђ  (...),     (...),    
          (  
  /  –  / :   
< >  , ,   ђ ) ( , . 
2009:516); 
)      , , 
(...)       (  
  /  –  / :    
 < >  ) (  2009:201); 
)  –      ,   
   ,    (  
 :  < > , , ) (  
2009:369); 
)      ђ ,    
 ђ  (....) (   : ђ  < > ђ ) 
(  2009:31); 
ђ)        
   (  :   <  >  
 ). (  2009:210); 
) Me џ , ђ ,       , (....) 
(  : џ  <  > ) (  2009:240). 
 
       
,           , 
          
џ ,            
  џ ,         
 ,          
 џ     . 
                                                 
91
             
        (      
         ,  
       ,  . Condamines 2001),     
             џ . 
 . ђ  „   –  














9.1.         
 
         
.   ,        
     ђ     
        (Pearson 1998:42), 
          , 
     ,       
 .  
  ,         
    ,     .  
    „    “ 
(McEnery, Wilson 2001:177),  „      
 ,         
,    ,         
 “ (Sinclair 2005).     
,    (McEnery, Xiao & Tono 2006:13),      1) 
 , 2)   (    
 )   3)     4)   
ђ     .  
      ,     
    ,      
  .  
j        
   ( . general lanaguage corpora),   
/      (     )   
. ђ        the British national 
corpus (BNC)92  K      – Corpus of 
Contemporary American English (COCA)93.       
    2013,     
     .   .   





 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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  122         . 
       SrWac,   
 ,     ReLDI ( . Regional Linguistic Data 
Initiative),   555  ,      
  .rs. 
   ,    ,   
          
 ( . specialized corpora / corpora for specific purposes).   
       
 ђ    ,    
  ђ     .    
        ( . genre-specific), 
      ђ     , 
   ( . domain-specific  discipline-specific).   
         (   
)    (Connor, Upton 2004:15).     
 ,          . 
  Wolverhampton Business English corpus,   
    ,    10   
   23       .     
    
94
. 
        , 
        
     .     
  .  
 ,     ( . 
parallel corpus / aligned corpus)      
          ( ognini-Bonelli 
2001:6, Teubert 1996:245  Pearson 1998:47).  , ,    
 ,          
 ,       (    )  
  (Peters et al.1996:69  Pearson 1998:47).     
        
   ,       ,    
       ђ ,  
           ђ .  
   ,   ( . comparable 
corpora)  „           “ 
(Teubert 1996:245  Pearson 1998:47),  „   
          
            
“ (McEnery,Wilson 2001:57). 
 
 




 . ђ  „   –  




9.2.         
 
 
    џ  ,    
   ,        
 џ  .         
         
    ,    ,  
         
    ,      
   (   )   
     .    
  ,       
        ( . natural language 
processing – NLP),       ђ    
   , ,   
   (Véronis 2013:238).    




         
           
  .   ,     
( )         
,         
 ,   , ,     




9.3.     
 
        
   ( - )     
   џ .         
    . 
      .    
          
   (         
).            
          
џ     (   , ,  
 ).         (  )  
                                                 
95
              
   (http://jerteh.rs/),    ђ      . 
96
  –  .   , -  , 24.03.2016., 
   http://jerteh.rs/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/Jerteh_ETS_Ranka_24mart 
2016.pdf).  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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       (   ) 
   ,         
       
, ,     ђ  
 ,        ,  
  ,      . ,  
        
   ,       
         
        ,     
        џ  
  /   .  
          
       џ . 
 
 
9.3.1.   
 
        
          
          ђ  
    џ :      
џ  ( . Management: Journal for theory and practice of management)97. 
 , ,        ,    
  џ  ( . domain-specific corpus),       
     ( . genre-specific corpus).  
 ,       17   
    ђ  2008.  2012. ,   181 
 ,  30.000 ,   500.000   .  
        1. 
eђ      џ :   
   џ       
           
.   ,     98,  „  
     ђ  , 
, џ       ,  
  , ,     “. 
 џ   „        
,            
џ      ,     
    “.         
  ,  џ      51.  
 
                                                 
97
   2017. ,      Management: Journal for Theory and 




3&lang=en,   13.  2016.) 
 . ђ  „   –  





 1:   
 
 
( / ) 
  
(  ) 
  
(  ) 
  
(  ) 
47-48/2008 12 2.187 44.959 
49-50/2008 14 2.097 47.324 
51/2009 9 1.503 34.552 
52/2009 9 1.575 35.595 
53/2009 10 1.194 24.953 
54/2010 10 1.817 34.777 
55/2010 10 1.750 38.158 
56/2010 10 1.648 37.375 
57/2010 10 1.502 36.997 
58/2011 10 1.475 35.859 
59/2011 10 1.501 37.880 
60/2011 11 1.426 34.489 
61/2011 14 2.301 59.024 
62/2012 12 2.297 54.373 
63/2012 10 1.815 40.878 
64/2012 10 1.655 37.730 
65/2012 10 1.583 33.758 
Σ 181 29.326 668.681 
 
 
 џ     1996. (   )  2008. 
(    46)     .    2008.  
2013.              
 ,    2013. ,    66,    
 .          
ђ  2008.  2012.         17 
:   47–48   65.  
 
 
9.3.2.        
 
         
,      , 
   (Pearson 1998:51).     
     ,     a  
     ,        
          . 
    ,         
   ,   ,     
   ђ   .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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,         
 (Pearson 1998:51),        
    ,      
         
   . 




9.3.2.1.    
 
 .        
         .    
(Roe 1977:21, Fang 1991:74  Pearson 1998: 56)      
     (      
        ),  
( . Gladhill 1996:110  Pearson 1998:56)        
        ђ   , 
  .         
  (Flowerdew  Connor, Upton 2004:18),    
         
      .   ,  
      ,    
    . 
         
        ,   
           
  .  ђ       
   -     
џ .  
 
 .          
               
  ,       ђ  
2008.  2012. .        
            
   .  
 
    .    
,          
          
 .  ,       ,  
       ,   
  .    ,     
        џ   .pdf . 
           
,       ,     
    .  
 . ђ  „   –  




   .      
       
 (Pearson 1998:60).          
        
,       ,       
      ,    
        . 
 ,         ,  
    џ . 
 
.         
           
  џ  (      ), 
          .  
 ,    ,   ,  
          
џ    . 
  ( , ,  , 
 ,   .)      
       ,    
        
    џ    .  
 
 
9.2.2.2.    
 
         
  ,         
,     (1998:53),       
. 
 
  .  -   ,  
         
   ,     . 
       ,  
        
      ( . genre-specific corpora).  
     -  
  ( ,     
),       (    
 ),  ,  ,  
 ,   , ,    . 
 ,            
 ,    .  
         
,      99  100 
                                                 
99
    ( . lexical density)       
        .      ,    
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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 .  
 
  .    –   
     (    Pearson 1998:61), 
    (     ),  
  ,  . 
 
   .      
    –       
 .   ( )    
  ,     
(  ђ  ). 
 
.          
   ,         
 ,           
  (Pearson 1998:21).   , ђ ,  
  ,      ,    
    .  
 
 
9.3.3.     
 
        
     . 
 
 
9.3.3.1.   
 
         
    џ     ,   
    .pdf      џ . 
   .txt           
 ,         
  Abby PDF Transformer,   ,  
      ( .    Mng52_01-sr 
          52   ). 
           
.txt format          ,   
     (      
   ).        , 
        .doc,    .txt .  
   ,   NotePad++   
       ,    , 
                                                                                                                                               
.         
   / .  
100
    ( . terminological density)     
      .      ,   
 ,      .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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, , , , ,     .  
        
 (  „ “)  ( . raw corpora)    
          
 ,  , WordSmith  AntConc.      
, ђ ,        , 
  ,          
   ,        
.         .  
 
 
9.3.3.2.   
 
   ,     
 (  )    (   )    
( . Mng52_01-sr  Mng52_01-en).       
NotePad++    (         
     ), ђ     
,           
     .   ,    
 ,    ,  , 
   .      
       .pdf ,  
            
 .          
 .  ( . noise)     .  
 
 
9.3.3.3.  XTM  
 
         
        ( )  . 
     XTM    Unicode. XTM  
eXtensible Markup Language         
            . 
  XTM ,       
  ,  o     
, -      ,    
 : ,  , ,  
  ( . part-of-speech tagging  PoS tagging),   ( . 
shallow parsing),    ( . named entity recognition 
– NER)    .  
          
,          
          ,  
         .  ,   
 ( . markup)  (    XML ) 
       ,      
       . 
 . ђ  „   –  





9.3.3.4.  TMX  
 
       TMX ( . 
Translation Memory eXchange) .   XML    
            
ђ     ( . computer-aided translation – CAT). TMX 
     ACIDE,     
   ,         
   . ACIDE       
  ,        
 XAlign  Concordancier    LORIA  .  
,         




9.4.     
 
        
џ         
  (     
)      ,    
,         .  
       
    ,        
  ( . keyness),       
       . 
    ,    
          .   
      AntConc  . 
 
 
9.4.1.   
 
9.4.1.1.    
 
          
      .   
      (  )   
AntConc,          
    .     
    634.615   ( ).    
     –      
.   ,     
   50. 
 
 . ђ  „   –  





 7:  Би и  –    
    
 . ђ  „   –  




 2:    
 
. .   ( )   
1.  2.026 
2.  1.835 
3.  1.745 
4.  1.606 
5.  1.387 
6.  1.255 
7.  1.089 
8.  967 
9.  966 
10.  930 
11.  925 
12.  815 
13.   654 
14.  649 
15.   612 
16. џ  550 
17.  545 
18.  538 
19.  486 
20.   445 
21. џ  407 
22.   403 
23.   381 
24.  367 
25.  358 
26.  346 
27.   341 
28.  277 
29.   271 
30.  268 
31.  264 
32.  259 
33.   254 
34.  236 
35.   229 
36.   227 
37.   225 
38.   199 
39.   196 
40.   184 
41.   148 
42.  147 
43.  143 
44.  140 
45.  135 
46.  134 
47.  131 
48.  116 
49.   109 
50.  107 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
120 
  2        
       , 
            -
    џ .     , -
, , , , , , , -
, , , , , , ,  
.,      џ , , ,  
101. ђ         
  ( . , , , ),     
    џ     ( . , 
, , ).      
  ,    -    e  
( . , , ).      
 -       
      ,      
џ  ,    ђ    
              
       -  . 
   ,     
 (24  50)    ( , , , 
, , , , , , џ , џ , 
, , , , , , -
, , , , , , 
, ),     (15 )   
( , , , , , , , 
, , , , , , , ).  
           ( , 
),    ( , ),    
-   ( ).        50 
          
  ( ). 
  ,    
        ( . , 
, , , , , , -
џ , , , , , ),    
   ( . , , , , , , 
, , , ),       ( ). 
 
 
9.4.1.2.    
 
         
,         
   ,        
.       
, o        
                                                 
101
           -
џ      ( .   ),    
           .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
121 
.         
  ,        
 ,      ђ     
    ( . head-modifier relations).  
   ,    
     ,     
    ,   ,  ,   
 ,    ,  
,    .  
 3   50    
        џ . 
        
,      ,    -
   џ  ( .  ,  , 
 ,  ,  џ , 
џ   ),   ,   џ   , 
         ( . 
 ,  ,  , 
 , -  ) .  
 3 ђ         
       ,   
            
   ( .  ,  ,  
,  , -  ).     
,           
    ,   (   )   
 (  ,  ,  ,  
, џ    .). 
 
 
9.4.2.   
 
  (Daille 1994  Pearson 1998:123,  )   
         
       .     , 
   ,   , 
             
 ,   -      џ . 
           
    ( . keyness).       
            
      .   
  , ,   ,      
       2013,   22  
.     AntConc    
    : Chi Squared  Log-Likelihood.  
          4. 
 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
 
122 
 3:    
 
. .  ( )  
 
1.   258 
2.   190 
3.   181 
4.   162 
5.   136 
6.  џ  128 
7.   127 
8.   122 
9.  џ  100 
10.   98 
11.   97 
12.   97 
13.   95 
14.   95 
15.   93 
16.   92 
17. -   90 
18.   86 
19.   83 
20.   77 
21.   77 
22.   77 
23.   75 
24.   72 
25.   69 
26.   69 
27.   67 
28.   67 
29. џ    63 
30.   62 
31.    61 
32.   59 
33.   59 
34.   55 
35.   55 
36.   55 
37.   55 
38.   52 
39.   50 
40. -   49 
41.   47 
42.    47 
43.   47 
44.   47 
45.   46 
46.   46 
47.   46 
48.   46 
49.   45 
50.   45 
 . ђ  „   –  
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 4:        
 
. .  keyness 
1.  63,609 
2. џ  42,475 
3.  58,41 
4. џ  115,894 
5.  56,9 
6.  59,253 
7.  81,194 
8.   39,572 
9.  67,896 
10.  50,771 
11.  115,656 
12.  42,757 
13.  121,398 
14.   53,675 
15.  107,933 
16.  39,31 
17. ISO 50,6 
18.  49,382 
19.  84,509 
20.  81,684 
21.   180,657 
22.  69,345 
23.  44,088 
24.  79,44 
25.  39,982 
26.  51,368 
27.  65,029 
28.  47,969 
29.  151,526 
30.  119,679 
31.  65,649 
32.   39,634 
33. -  53,103 
34.  62,063 
35.  62,575 
36.  38,945 
37.  45,996 
38.  238,41 
39.  130,603 
40.  66,337 
41.  52,199 
42.  349,704 
43.  250,03 
44. DMS 46,934 
45.   42,617 
46.   51,867 
47.  174,618 
48.  61,973 
49.   54,15 
50. CSR 149,778 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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     ђ    
       , 
       ђ    
.           
,      ( . џ , , 
, ,  , , ),  
      -     
џ  ( . , , ,  , 
 , , , ). 
            ђ  50 
         
  (  2)    (  3)  
. ђ        
 ,   .  
           , 
 :  
a) ISO (  . International Organization for Standardization),  
)  (  ),  
)  (   ),  
)  (     ),  
) CRM (  . Customer Relationship Management),  
ђ) DMS (  . Document Meta Data),  
) CSR (  . Corporate Social Responsibility).  
 
     , ISO,     
ђ      , a    
    ,      
     ,     
 .  
,  ,        
 RF (  . Retail Facility), IS (  . Information System)  SME (  . 
Small and Medium Enterprise),        
 .  
  ,         
 : CRM, DMS  CSR.      
   : 
,          
             , 
:  
) . CRM (    / ) = . 
CRM (Customer Relationship Management),  
) . DMS (   ) = . DMS (document meta 
data),  
) . CSR ( -  ) = . CSR (Corporate 
Social Responsibility).  
 
,         
        ,  
     : DMS  ( , .,  DMS- ), 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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CRM  ( , .,  CRM- ), CSR  ( , ., 
 CSR– )  .  
 
 
9.4.2.    
 
         -
џ          
  .       
џ , ђ ,        
џ    ,    ђ     
 .       
     џ ,    
      .  
 
 
9.4.2.1.       
 
        
      ( )    
(Veisbergs 2001:95  Iljinska 2013:442),        
      ђ     
  (  1012:103),       
     џ      
,            .  
,   (Samaniego Fernandez 2002:206  
 2012:109),        
      ,       
  ,     ,  
      ,  
102
 ђ     103   ,   
 .  ,        , 
           .  
        
џ          ,    
       ,   
      ,     
         ( .  
,  ).           
     , ђ ,     
  .  
          
     ,     
         
                                                 
102
    ђ    .  
103
    ,       (Lakoff, Johnson, 
1980),           
     ,     (  ) 
  (  ),  ,  ,    .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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-     џ   2006.  ( . Oxford 
Dictionary of Business and Management),      ( ) 
     џ    
  2009. .      
   ,     104 ( . Metaphor 
Identification Procedure, Pragglejaz Group, 2007),     342 
   (     ).  
  , ђ          
    џ ,      
   .  
        
      .      
              
           . 
              
          
  ,     ,        
.     ,    ђ  90  
        . 
  ,    ђ  
     .     
    (  )   
џ        : 
1.  ,  
2.      , 
3.      .  
 
 .      , 
            
  ,       
,       6. 
           
       
   ,     
  ( .  down-sajzing; brainstorming, , 
; , ),      (    
)           
 ( . „goodwill“, „bootstrapping“, „ “),     
         .  ,   
   ,   
       . 
    .    
ђ           
 ,       ђ    
         
 .        7. 
                                                 
104
      ђ      /    
               
  . Pragglejaz Group 2007:1-39) 
 . ђ  „   –  




 5:      
 
. .   . .  
1. balanced scorecard system  46. fuzzy aggregation tree model 
2. bar graph   47. fuzzy boundary 
3. benchmarking   48. fuzzy logic 
4. black market   49. fuzzy model 
5. blue chip   50. fuzzy set 
6. blue collar job   51. goodwill 
7. blue ocean strategy   52. grey economy 
8. bootstrapping  53. hedge arrangements 
9. bottleneck   54. hedge funds 
10. bottom-up approach  55. idle run  
11. brainstorming   56. idle capital investments 
12. brainwriting   57. idle labour costs 
13. bricks and clicks   58. income flow analysis  
14. burnout   59. interest rate cap and collar  
15. cash flow management   60. interest rate swaps 
16. cash inflow   61. key personnel 
17. cash outflow  62. life cycle  
18. cause-effect chain   63. line manager  
19. chain of command   64. liquid assets  
20. chairman  65. manpower  
21. critical path method  66. market driver  
22. crowdsourcing approach   67. marketing channel  
23. crowdsourcing   68. money flow  
24. current assets  69. non-liquid assets  
25. current expense   70. operating cycle  
26. current liabilities  71. outsourcing  
27. current revenue  72. overhead expenses  
28. data mining   73. parent bank  
29. data pool   74. peak profit  
30. daugher firm   75. pool of knowledge  
31. daughter“ bank  76. pool of unemployed  
32. dead capital   77. pool of applications 
33 demand elasticity  78. price elasticity 
34. depression of resources   79. product push strategy  
35. distribution channel   80. pull strategy 
36. downsizing   81. pull techniology 
37. driver   82. push technology 
38. dry emission of bonds   83. share proces balloon  
39. ekonomic boom   84. Soft Systems Methodology 
40. feedback   85. spin-off“ 
41. fishbone-maps technique  86. sunk costs  
42. fit and gap analysis  87. supply chain  
43. floating interest rates  88. team building  
44. fringe benefit   89. value chain  
45. frozen account   90. word-of-mouth advertizing 
 
 . ђ  „   –  




 6:       
   
 
.  
.     
1. benchmarking  , benchmarking  
2. blue chip  „blue chip“ 
3. bootstrapping „bootstrapping“ 
4. brainstorming  brainstorming, , ) 
5. bricks and clicks  „bricks i clicks“ 
6. crowdsourcing  „ “ 
7. downsizing  down- , „ “  
8. fuzzy boundary    
9. fuzzy logic fuzzy  
10. fuzzy model fuzzy  
11. goodwill „goodwill“ 
12. hedge arrangements џ    
13. hedge funds џ   
14. fit and gap analysis      
15. outsourcing ,   
16. product push strategy  push    
17. pull strategy pull   
18. „spin-off“ „spin-off“ 
 
 
 7:         
ђ      
 
. .     
1. black market     
2. blue chip     
3. blue ocean strategy      
4. bootstrapping   
5. bottleneck     
6. brainstorming    
7. burnout    
8. cash inflow     
9. cash outflow    
10. cause-effect chain      
11. chain of command     
12. current assets   /   
13. current expense     
14. current liabilities   
15. current revenue    
16. data mining  „ “  
17. „daughter“ bank   
18. demand elasticity    
19. distribution channel     
20. dry emission     
21. fishbone-maps technique     
22. floating interest rates     
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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. .     
23. grey economy   
24. income flow analysis      
25. interest rate cap and collar        
26. liquid assets     
27. manpower     
28. money flow     
29. pool of knowledge     
30. price elasticity    
31. share proces balloon      
32. supply chain     
33. value chain     
 
 
            
     : .  
 ( . free rider)    ( . idle run).      
    ,       
  („  “, „  “)       
.  
  , ђ ,       
         
 ,        
    .  
 
     .  
            
, :  
 
 
 8:        
ђ      
 
. .     
1. blue collar job     
2. brainwriting      
3. crowdsourcing approach     
4. crowdsourcing     
5. data mining   /    
6. daugher firm    
7. dead capital     
8. downsizing    
9. feedback     
10. fit and gap analysis     
11. frozen account     
12. idle capital investments     
13. parent bank     
14. pool of applications    
15. sunk costs     
16. word-of-mouth advertizing    
 
 . ђ  „   –  
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   ,    .  
,          
 .    , ђ ,    
         ,    
        .  
,          џ  
  ,        
  џ    ,  ђ    ђ  
  .  
,        
(2012:103-120)  „        
  ђ “,   „     
“         „  (...)   
,    „ “,    
      “.  
           7 
ђ   .  
,         
            
.         .  
 
 
9.5.       
 
         
,      ,    , ђ   
          
     .    
     (Freixa 2006:52  Faber 2009b:69)  
 (2012:59-77),         ,  
           
 .      
   :  
1. -  ;  
2. -  ;   
3.  . 
 
         џ  
     ,       
      (      
  ),          
 .        
   ђ        
 џ    .  
        
    ,     
             
.            
    . 
 . ђ  „   –  





9.5.1. -   
 
 -     
 -     џ    
       .  , 
    (Freixa 2006:52  Faber 2009 :69). 
        
-  ,     
    .    
        9. 
          
       ђ  
          
  ( . / ђ , „bootstrapping“ (  
) /  ,  /  ,  / 
 ,  /   ,  / 
  ),        
 .  
  ђ , ђ ,     
   ђ       џ . 
          




9.5.1.1. џ    
 
      џ ,   




    
     џ  
      
   ,      
 џ   ,   
     
џ . 




   
 
џ      
        
        
   . 
  ., 





 џ  ,  , 
     ,  
   џ    
   . 
–   ., 




 . ђ  „   –  





 9:  -     
        
 
. .     
    
 
1. balanced scorecard     
  
balanced scorecard  
2. benchmarking    
ђ   
3. business   /  
  
4. bootstrapping  bootstrapping 
   
5. brainstorming     
brainstorming  
6. company   
 
  
7. cost-benefit analysis -    
     
8. data mining     
data mining  
    
„ “   
  
9. downsizing    
 / /  
  
10. indicator    
  
11. outsourcing   ђ   
  
    
12. manager  џ   
  
13. crowdsourcing   
   
14. economy    
  
15. management  
џ  
16. performance    
  
17. stakeholder   
   
 . ђ  „   –  




џ          
 .    ,  џ    
      ,        
 10.  
 
 
 10:     џ  
 
 + џ  џ  +  џ   
  
 џ   џ     џ    
 џ   џ   џ    
 џ   џ   џ   
 џ   џ   џ    
 џ   џ   џ   
 џ   џ   џ    
 џ   џ     
 џ   џ      
 џ   џ   
 
  
 џ   џ   
 
  





   џ     
 management, ђ ,  .   
  management         
           11. 
 
 
 11:     џ  
 




(   ) 
ђ   13 
  3.616 
џ   3.511 
management  
(  /  )  
  41 
  27 
џ   52 
 
 
       -
  џ    (   џ   
)  ,    џ  (   џ    
  )   ,       
 ,      
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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ђ  .  
   џ      
     ,     
        12.  
 
 
 12:      џ  
 
. . Me aџ     
1.  џ    ,  
  
2. џ       
3. џ       
4. џ      , 
    
5. џ      
6. џ       
7.  џ     ( )  
8.  џ     
 
 
     џ    
       . ,   
  џ     9000:2015,   3.3.3., 
џ           
 .  ,     џ ,  
   ;       
џ .    ђ   џ   
    ,      




9.5.2.   
 
         
 џ          
     .  , ,   
      ,    
    ,   ,    
(2012:12),   .  
  ,       
,       ђ    
   : 
1.         ,  
2.          
   џ ,  
3.        . 
 
 . ђ  „   –  




9.5.2.1.   
 
  ,       
           , 
    ,      –  13. 
 
 
 13:         
       
 
. .       
     
 
1.        
2.        
3.        
4.  Keizen     
5.  џ     џ  
6.  џ    џ   
7.  џ     џ  
8.      
 
 
    ,     
         
,      .       
              
       (     
   ,        , 
 ).  
  ,         
 /  ,    /  , 





         
џ      . ,  
 9000:2015          
 ( . џ  ),       
,          џ   
    ( џ  ).    
           
           
    .  
 
 . ђ  „   –  





9.5.2.3.     
  
        
           
   ,       
      
105
.   
          
:    ( . џ ),   
 ( . ),    ( . ), 
   ( . ).       
       .  
 
 
9.5.3.   
 
       
  ( )   .     
         
    ,  ђ    14. 
 
 
 14:        
(     ) 
 
. .      (  ) 
1.  balanced scorecard  balanced scorecard,  scorecard 
2.  benchmarking  , benchmarking  
3.  bootstrapping „bootstrapping“ 
4.  brainstorming  brainstorming,  
5.  bricks and clicks  „bricksiclicks“ 
6.  crowdsourcing  „kraudsorsing“ 
7.  data mining  data mining  
8.  downsizing  down-sajzing, „ “  
9.  fuzzy logic fuzzy  
10.  offshoring  offshoring  
11.  outsourcing  outsourcing, ,   
12.  stakeholder  stakeholder, ,   
 
 
 14     ,  : 
1.     ,     
           
, . bootstrapping, bricksiclicks, data mining, offshoring;  
                                                 
105
            
ђ   ђ    ,         
.  
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2.     ,     
   , . fuzzy ;  
3.          
,      ( . balanced scorecard, 
benchmarking, brainstorming, outsourcing, stakeholder),   
 ( . izbalansirani scorecard, down-sajzing)    
    ( . , , 
, ,  / 106). 
 
         
         
.            
    ,        
   ,    ђ     
        ( . „daunsajzing“, 
„bricksiclicks“),            
    .  
 
 
9.6.    
 
  џ     
      џ  ( : 
 )      (  600.000   ) 
      .    
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    .   ,   
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       .  
        
  AntConc         .  
         : 1) 
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       -  
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 џ      ,  
 ,       
,       џ   
          , 
     -  . 
        
         -    
џ     .   , 
   ,          
            
    (      
2013).           (  
  )    џ      
         
.  
   ,      
    ,     
        
    .   , 
   : 1)        
   ,      
,  2)           
  .   ,     
        ,    
       .    
    ,    .  
         
      : 1) -  
, 2) -  ,  3)  . 
 -  ,  ,    
ђ        (  
       ),   ђ  
      џ ,       
џ .  
       -  , 
        
,    ,  : 1)   
           
, 2)         
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      .   
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10.1.    :   
  
       џ   
     ,    , 
        ,   
         
џ    .       
      .     
         ,   
           
.  
       џ  
        .  
             
         џ   
 .          
: 
–  :        
џ    ,     
џ .        ђ    
- ;  
–  :      џ  
  ,     џ . 
 
      .   ђ  
        Survey Monkey 
(https://www.surveymonkey.com)       
 .         
.  
     15      
      :  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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–  :      џ    
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–  :        џ  – 
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 ђ        
     ,    
     :  
–    џ     
џ    ; 
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–      ;  
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–   џ    џ  
;  
–  ,      
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–     џ .  
 
   ,     
 .        
     ,    
   ,    ,     .  
 
 
10.2.       
 
     -
         :   
   (  ),    џ  (  
)         џ  (  ).  
 
 
10.2.1.  :     
 
     170 ,    120 
  ,  50   . 
 
 
10.2.1.1.  1 
 
 1        –   
  .  
     (  70%)     
 (  15):  
 . ђ  „   –  








          
  %    %    %  
  17 34,00 29 24,17 46 27,06 
   33 66,00 91 75,83 124 72,94 
  50 100,00 120 100,00 170 100,00 
 
 








          
  %    %    %  
  15 30,61 26 21,67 41 24,26 
 34 69,39 94 78,33 128 75,74 
  49 100,00 120 100,00 169 100,00 
 
 
10.2.1.2.  2 
 
  ,     (      
 )    ђ   30  (75%),    
 50  (3%),       1.  
 
 75%22% 3%Г д е та т п та ка До 30 од 30 до 50 еко 50
 
 
 1:   –    
 
 
 , ђ ,         
   (  17).  ,  ,  97% 
     ђ   30 ,      
      – 66% (33 ).   
 . ђ  „   –  









          
  %    %    %  
 30 12 24,00 116 96,67 128 75,29 
 30  50 33 66,00 4 3,33 37 21,76 
 50 5 10,00 0 0,00 5 2,94 




10.2.1.3.  3 
 
  3      /  
 (     ),      
    ђ .  120     – 
 -       , 32 
    ,  88     (  
  ),       2,    18. 
 
 26.67%73.33%Н в  туд ја туде т по тд пло к  туд ја туде т о о  туд ја 
 
 




 18:   (  ) 
 
  
    % 
   32 26,67 
   88 73,33 
 120 100,00 
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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 50     –    
   ,    - ,    
,    ,   , 27 ,  
          џ  -  
(  3   19):  
 
 8% 12%12%54%12%2%На тав  ва е едо  п о е оВа ед  п о е оДо е т А те тадад к у а та  
т у  а ад к 
 
 
 3:    (  ) 
   
 
 19:   (  ) 
 
  
 /     %  
  4 8,00 
  6 12,00 
  6 12,00 
 27 54,00 
    6 12,00 
   1 2,00 





10.2.1.4.  4 
 
      ,   
        /   
(72,34%,  34 ),         
(48,31%,  57 )     .   
      6       
     (  4,  20).  
 
 
 . ђ  „   –  





 4:      (    ) 
 
 




          
  %    %    %  
  0 0,00 6 5,08 6 3,64 
  13 27,66 57 48,31 70 42,42 
 /   34 72,34 55 46,61 89 53,94 
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 21:   ђ   –   
  
           
џ :   22 81 
ђ   3 8 
  2 4 
   1 0 
   1 0 
ђ  0 4 
  0 2 
  0 0 
  0 1 
  0 1 
  0 1 
  0 1 
  0 1 
:   3 8 
    2 19 
  2 10 
  1 10 
   1 0 
  1 0 
     1 0 
  0 4 
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  0 1 
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   0 1 
  0 1 
   0 1 
  0 1 
  0 0 
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  0 1 
ђ   0 1 
  0 1 
џ   0 1 
џ   0 1 
:    17 30 
  6 54 
  1 4 
  2 7 
  1 0 
  1 1 
   0 5 
  0 1 
  0 5 
  0 1 
:    8 30 
   1 6 
   6 19 
   6 4 
   0 3 
   0 2 
  0 2 
  0 3 
    0 1 
  0 1 
  0 1 
   0 2 
   0 1 
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 1 0 
 1 0 
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  1 1 
  1 4 
  2 3 
  1 2 
  1 0 
  1 0 
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  1 0 
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ђ   0 8 
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   0 1 
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  0 3 
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  0 1 
  0 2 
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џ :    22 81 
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  2 4 
ђ   0 4 
:    3 8 
   2 19 
  2 10 
  1 10 
  0 4 
ђ :    10 33 
  4 32 
ђ   3 9 
   0 4 
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:     17 30 
  6 54 
  1 4 
  2 7 
   0 5 
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   1 6 
   6 19 
   6 4 
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  1 4 
  2 3 
ђ   0 8 
  0 3 
:    9 45 
  0 4 
  0 3 
:     21 76 
   3 1 
   2 15 
  2 8 
  0 3 
:    5 12 
  6 22 
  0 11 
  0 5 
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) .     
      ,    
.          
         ,  
      ђ .  
) .        
     ( . effectiveness)  , 
     efficiency. 
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ђ   0 4 
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 27:     –   (  ) 
 
  
 1  
 





 6 12,77  41 87,23 47 
 1 2,13  46 97,87 47 
 11 24,44  34 75,56 45 
  6 13,04  40 86,96 46 
 11 23,40  36 76,60 47 
 4 8,51    43 91,49 47 
  13 28,26  33 71,74 46 
 1 2,13  46 97,87 47 








 6:     –   (  ) 
 
  
 . ђ  „   –  




 28:     –   (  ) 
 
  
 1  
 





 42 43,75  54 56,25 96 
 8 8,33  88 91,67 96 
 33 34,74  62 65,26 95 
  24 25,00  72 75,00 96 
 35 37,23  59 62,77 94 
 34 36,17    60 63,83 94 
  24 25,53  70 74,47 94 
 4 4,21  91 95,79 95 
  82 87,23   12 12,77 94 
 
 
 29:     –  
ђ         
 
 
    
 
  %   
 
  %   
 6 12,77 47 42 43,75 96 
 1 2,13 47 8 8,33 96 
 11 24,44 45 33 34,74 95 
  6 13,04 46 24 25,00 96 
 11 23,40 47 35 37,23 94 
 4 8,51 47 34 36,17 94 
  13 28,26 46 24 25,53 94 
 1 2,13 47 4 4,21 95 
  33 70,21 47 82 87,23 94 
 
 
    :  9  10 ђ  
,         ( ) . 
            
    .107 
         
  ђ      (  7)  
        9  10 
ђ    (   ).  , 
            
    .      
(     ),      8,51 % ,   
36,17%  ,   (    ),    
  12,77%   43,75%  .  
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     97%     ђ   30 
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       ,    
    .  
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   .     
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( )  -   :   ( . critical 
incident)108,  ,  ; 
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 , џ  ,  .  
 
          
   ђ     џ  
            
  ,          
. 
                                                 
108
 Critical incident             
  . ( : businessdictionary.com).  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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       :  
1.   ( . human factor).    
      (  )   
   human ( . )      
humane ( . ).  
2.   ( . critical incident).   
    . ,   incident   
   ,           
   .   , ђ ,    
   ђ       ,    
 .          
   ,        .  
 ,         ,    
   critical.  
3.   ( . profit center).   ,  
        ,  
     (  )    (  ).  
4.   ( .ratio analysis).  ratio,     
   ,      ,     , 
; ; ,    (  , 
-  , 2004:347),        
    ( )   .  
            
 . 
5. џ   ( . management discipline).    
    ,     џ   
( + )   џ  (   +  
 ).  
6.   ( . Delphi method)109.     
       ,     ,  
,     110.  
 
      4    
 8   30 (   )   9   31 (   
). 
       , 
          
ђ    (  ,  ,  ), 
            
.     ,     
      ,       
  џ  ,        
  .  
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 Delphi method   ђ   џ      
     ,          
( : businessdictionary.com). 
110
     (  2010)   ,    , 
    .  
 . ђ  „   –  












 30:  ђ   (  ) 
 
  
   
 
 
  14 29,79 33 70,21 47 
  23 50,00 23 50,00 46 
   23 50,00 23 50,00 46 
   23 50,00 23 50,00 46 
џ    26 57,78 19 42,22 45 




           
    .    
        ,    
           
  50:50.  џ  ,    
        .  
 
 . ђ  „   –  










 31:  ђ   (  ) 
 
   
     
  68 57,14 51 42,86 119 
  48 40,34 94 78,99 119 
   87 73,11 32 26,89 119 
   97 81,51 12 10,08 119 
џ    95 79,83 14 11,76 119 
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    ђ  .    
, ђ ,         ђ    
      .     ђ  
   ,  ,       
џ  ,   80%    ,  
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 10:  ђ   – ђ    




 32:  ђ   – ђ    
(    ) 
 
 
    
 
 





  14 29,79 47 68 57,14 119 
  23 50,00 46 48 40,34 119 
   23 50,00 46 87 73,11 119 
   23 50,00 46 97 81,51 119 
џ    26 57,78 45 95 79,83 119 
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      33:  
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 :     21 29 
   1 0 
   0 1 
   0 1 
   0 1 
 
:  
   0 1 
 ђ  5 10 
  4 8 
   1 0 
 ,  1 0 
   1 0 
   1 0 
   0 4 
    0 1 
    0 1 
   0 1 
 :     9 1 
  1 0 
   1 1 
     1 0 
    1 0 
    0 1 
   0 1 
   0 1 
   0 1 
   0 1 
   0 1 
   0 1 
  0 1 
  0 0 
 :   ,  1 0 
   1 0 
   1 0 
   2 0 
 ,  1 0 
 ,  1 0 
 ,  1 0 
   2 0 
 ,  1 0 
 ,  1 0 
 ,  1 0 
 ,  1 0 
 ,  1 2 
 ,  1 0 
   0 1 
   0 1 
 , 1 0 
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,  1 0 
џ  
:  
   1 1 
џ   1 1 
 џ   5 0 
   1 0 
џ    0 1 
џ    0 1 
   0 1 
 :     2 0 
   1 0 
 ђ   1 0 
 
 
      ,     
               
   (  34). 
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 :     21 29 
 :   ђ   5 10 
 4 8 
   0 4 
 :    9 1 
 :     2 0 
  1 2 
џ  :  џ   5 0 
 :     2 0 
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    ,    ,   
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 11:   џ  (  ) 
 
 
 35:   џ  (  ) 
 
  
   % 
 0 0,00 
 13 27,08 
 25 52,08 
   9 18,75 
   1 2,08 
  48 100,00 
 
 
   11   35 ,   48   
       ,     
       (52,08%,  25 
),   19%   .       
     ,     
       .  
            
         . ,  117 
      ,  64,1%,  75 , 
   ,  22,2%  ,  11,1%    
 .  
 . ђ  „   –  
        ― –   
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 64%22% 11%2% одл о адо оља ајућее адо оља ајућеео а ло е 
е а  
 
 




 36:   џ  (  ) 
 
   
   % 
 1 0,85 
 75 64,10 
 26 22,22 
   13 11,11 
   2 1,71 
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   (     
 ),       (  37  
   38   ).  
 
 
 37:       (  ) 
 







  –     
    19 39,58 48 
   ђ     
  42 87,50 48 
     –  
      
  
39 81,25 48 
  31 64,58 48 
       
  25 52,08 48 
 
 
 38:       (  ) 
 







  –    
   34 29,82 114 
  –     
    44 38,60 114 
   ђ     
  83 72,81 114 
     – 
      
  
73 64,04 114 
  29 25,44 114 
       
  20 17,54 114 
 
 
 . ђ  „   –  
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       14,    
           
  ђ      –   (87,5% 
,  72,8%  )      
 (81, 25%   64,04%  ).   
       .  ,  ,  
       , 
      .      
      ,      
    .  
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ђ     ,     (  )  
     .     
       ђ  (  
, Google Translate-   )      
,       ђ  .   
                
     :    
   (38,3%)         (4,55%) 
     .          
      ,   
             
        .  
 
 
 39:     (  ) 
  







     џ  30 63,83 47 
      18 38,30 47 
       
 22 46,81 47 
    ђ  ( . 
, Google Translate  ) 15 31,91 47 
     
 24 51,06 47 
   /   16 34,04 47 
       
 10 21,28 47 
  –      
        12 25,53 47 
 
 
 40:     (  ) 
 







     џ  19 17,27 110 
      5 4,55 110 
       
 31 28,18 110 
    ђ  ( . 
, Google Translate  ) 71 64,55 110 
     
 39 35,45 110 
   /   36 32,73 110 
       
 21 19,09 110 
  –      
        28 25,45 110 
 . ђ  „   –  






 15:     – ђ    
(    ) 
 
 
        
          
    ,      
51,06%   35,45%  .  
 4        
  ђ .       ,  
     :  
‒       ,   
    (   9); 
‒         ;  
        (   20); 
‒           
  (   24); 
‒        ,    
   ,       
(   29). 
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            ,  
 ,      џ    
 џ .       41 (   
),  42 (   )    16 ( ђ  ).  
 . ђ  „   –  




 41:       џ   (  ) 
 







   џ  3 6,25 48 
   4 8,33 48 
  џ      
   41 85,42 48 
 
 
 42:       џ   (  ) 
 







   џ  18 15,93 113 
   5 4,42 113 
  џ      





 16:       џ   –  
ђ   (    ) 
 
 
      85,42%     79,65% 
           џ  
   ђ    џ     
.              
          џ  
(15,93%     6,25%  ).       
 џ        .  
 . ђ  „   –  
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       џ   
 1 (  )  5 (  ),      
   43 (   ),  44 (   )   
 17 ( ђ  ).  
 
 
 43:   џ     џ   
(  ) 
 
K   
 1 2 3 4 5 N/A  
 
 
џ   
  





џ   












7 14,89 2 4,26 7 14,89 7 14,89 23 48,94 1 2,13 47 
   
   
   
   
   
7 14,89 6 12,77 9 19,15 13 27,66 11 23,40 1 2,13 47 
 
 
 44:   џ     џ   
(  ) 
 
  
 1 2 3 4 5 N/A  
 
 
џ   
  





џ   





23 22,55 29 28,43 25 24,51 16 15,69 6 5,88 3 2,94 102 
 . ђ  „   –  











14 13,73 21 20,59 16 15,69 26 25,49 10 9,80 15 14,71 102 
   
   
   
   
   










т д д ц ј  
те л је 
е џ е т   п к  
је ку
И д  д је е 
елект ке 
те л ке е  
л т е џ е т  
И д  е е  
д је  е к   
л т е џ е т
О е л  
д еђ е т туц је 
дле е  е џ е т 
те л је
д  т у те  
 п к  к ј   
е л  е ле ке к ј  е 
т е ут  к те 
K т л  уп Ц љ  уп
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   17 ,         
  .         
     џ  (48,94%  
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).  ,      
 ( - )     
    џ .       
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  џ  ,         
      .  
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10.2.3.6.  6 
 
          
     ђ     џ   
 .         45 (   
),  46 (   )    18 ( ђ  ).  
 
 
 45:       џ     
џ     (  ) 
 







     (1) 9 20,45 44 
     (2) 3 6,82 44 
 –    ђ    (3) 15 34,09 44 
    (4) 10 22,73 44 
    2 4,55 44 
 3.  4.  2 4,55 44 
 1  4  1 2,27 44 
 1  2  1 2,27 44 
 2  4 0 0,00 44 
 1  3 1 2,27 44 
 1, 2  3 0 0,00 44 
 
 
 46:       џ     
џ     (  ) 
 







     (1) 15 13,51 111 
     (2) 5 4,50 111 
 –    ђ    (3) 34 30,63 111 
    (4) 36 32,43 111 
    6 5,41 111 
 3.  4.  5 4,50 111 
 1  4  3 2,70 111 
 1  2  3 2,70 111 
 2  4 1 0,90 111 
 1  3 2 1,80 111 
 1, 2  3 1 0,90 111 
 
 
        
  ,       
ђ   (    ) – 34,09%,       
    џ   (22,73%).  
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aџ          
   (6,82% , . 4,5%  
).   ђ ,       
    џ      
   9.        
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   џ         
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